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Human Action Recognition has been an integral part of recent work in
both computer vision (CV) and machine learning (ML). While
existing methods do well classifying objects, being able to recognize
the primary action in any given image is still a challenge. This would
be applicable to data analysis, AI, and robotics. For example,
autonomous cars can use this information to discern whether or not a
pedestrian might run in front of a car. This goal has spawned other
realms of research, such as parts identification and pose estimation.
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CNN’s View: we examine how Caffenet see photos; it can pick up major
features (2nd row) but sometimes picks up background noises (3rd row)

BoW(SPM+Kmeans)

We tackled the root of this problem by seeing if we could create a
learner that would recognize high level actions in real-world images.
We built on previous work that used convolutional neural networks
(CNN) and Bag of Word (BoW) methods that showed promise. We
also examined our action data set to learn important feature
information that may help improve our results.

Data & Methods
Data: We used the Stanford40action dataset. Due to technical
limitations, we chose 8 representative actions and worked with 2300
images for training and testing. We ran below methods on this data,
and we also cropped images based on desired subject location to
compare result.
CNN:Fine-tuned existing CNN architectures and made new ones
– CaffeNet: 5 convultion layers and 2 FC layers
– GoogleNet: inception modules
– Reduced CNN: our own model with 3 conv. layers and 2 FC
BOW: Extracted features using Dense SIFT then apply classifier
– SVM (linear, poly, rbf, chi-square), KNN, RFC
Chi-square kernel:

RBF kernel:

KNN:

Features: We examined the features that the CNN and BOW
methods think are important. We looked at Caffenet as a basis, and
we visualized the values from its various layer’s weights and
outputs. Also, we extracted the last FC layer’s outputs for each
photo and clustered them using the t-SNE algorithm. We then used
backward matching to visualized the test data set for further study.
For BOW, we used the histograms of features it grabs and matched
them to the pixels on the original photo.

We compared good vs bad 1st layer outputs (left) and weights (right)

Original image
(k = 300)

Original image
(k = 200)

Action region
(k = 300)

Action region
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SVM(linear)

0.4715

0.4956

0.4649

0.4605

SVM(poly)

0.3618

0.3991

0.1842

0.2346

SVM(rbf)

0.4035

0.3882

0.4386

0.4342

SVM(chi-square) 0.5438

0.5372

0.5

0.4912

KNN

0.2324

0.2697

0.2697

0.3026

RFC

0.3004

0.3026

0.2982

0.3048

When we examined the data, we saw that both CNN and BoW
were using noise from the background as features. We attempted
two ways to resolve this issue. First, we created our own CNN with
larger kernel sizes and fewer conv layers in order to increase
locality. But we did not achieve very high performance, likely due to
CNN’s being very difficult to tune by nature. Second, we cropped
our data to only include features that we wanted to classify before
running the models. However, we noticed that the performance
actually dropped by a little bit. We realized that some background
features actually aid the models in classifying the action. This is
particularly the case for “climbing” and “jumping” photos where the
models require a view of the scenery to more accurate classify the
action.
Knowing that CNN’s do a great job identifying useful features, we
extracted the features from the last FC layer of the CNN and used
other classifiers to classify the action. We achieved our highest
accuracy with this method.

Future Work

CNN
t-SNE helped us visualize similarities and differences of our data set

We tried many promising models that could solve our problem. As
expected, default CaffeNet and GoogleNet are effective classifiers.
However, BoW methods did not perform nearly as well.

CNN net 1: 3 CV layers + 2 FC layers & 2Dropouts
CNN net 2: 3 CV layers + 2 FC layers & 1Dropout
CNN net 3: 3 CV layers + 2 FC layers & 0Dropout
(The net is based on Caffenet structure. We delete higher layer
and change kernel size and filter size to examine lower layer
feature)
CNN net1

CNN net2

CNN net3

KNN

0.5438

0.5811

0.6052

SVM(linear)

0.5833

0.5855

0.5812

SVM(rbf)

0.5438

0.5526

0.5701

RFC

0.5526

0.5574

0.5789

1. Examine lower-layer feature and higher-layer feature to
see if the higher layer feature is always better and if it is
possible to use lower feature.
2. Recognize background scheme and connect it with action
prediction. We think background recognition can help
action recognition.
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